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SUMMARY 

Rogal'ska V. V. Regimentation and realisation of right to translation in the context of 
supplying of fair court. This article questions the problem of regimentation and realizations of the rights to 
having a translator in the context of providing a fair trial. Correlation of the right to have a fair trial with right 
to have a translator is determined by  the analysis of the ECHR practice. Therefore we can see some 
interesting assignments and elements in that practice. Major factors analyze how complicated is the 
realization of the right to have the translator and how It Influences the efficiency of implementation to fair 
trial, namely: 1) absence of the regimentation of clearly determined grounds of engagement of the translator 
and the subject who would be responsible for necessity of his engagement; 2) absence of the norm in the 
legislation which would define who exactly can be the translator and particular requirements to such persons 
; 3) the absence of the norm in the Ukrainian CPC,  that determine by which documents the translators 
authorities are confirmed; 4) difficulties in search of translators who would meet the requirements regarding 
their skill; 5) absence of round-the-clock urgent linguistic aid for a person for whom the criminal pursuing is 
implemented. Some particular ways and specified decisions can be offered, they are: 1) to make changes in 
the CPC of Ukraine regarding definition: interesting elements of right to translate ; the grounds of the 
translators engagement; qualifying requirements which translator should answer;  the list of documents 
which confirm translators skill; remedial order of the translators engagement through the centers of legal aid, 
including during the person being on detention; 2) the development of the effective mechanism of round-the-
clock supplying of linguistic aid for the  person ,disregarding which criminal pursuing is implemented if a 
person doesn’t not know the native  language of the criminal court. It is offered to create a round-the-clock 
supplying of linguistic aid at the expense of state cadastres of verbal and written translators who would 
function by analogy with Ukraine attorneys cadastre. 
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